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Sompo Holdings, Inc. recognized with prestigious A score for Climate Action by CDP

Sompo Holdings, Inc. (President & CEO: Kengo Sakurada) has been recognized for leadership
in corporate sustainability for the fifth time by global environment non-profit CDP, securing a
place on its prestigious A List.

CDP leverages investor and buyer power to motivate companies to disclose and manage their
climate-related risks and opportunities. Also, drives companies to reduce their greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, safeguard water resources, protect forests, and initiatives through their
supply chain.
For details, please visit the website of CDP. https://www.cdp.net/en
The Climate A List is to be given to a company assessed as one of the global
leaders, who take distinctive and excellent actions in responding the global
climate change. Over 13,000 companies disclosed environmental data and
initiatives through CDP in 2021 and the Climate A List is comprised of 200
global companies.
The Sompo Group accelerates its initiatives with “SOMPO Climate Action” by leveraging multistakeholder partnerships, as SOMPO’s strength, which we have established over the past 30
years to tackle global environmental issues.
In FY2021, the Sompo Group revised its GHG emission reduction target aiming for net-zero by
2050 and newly set the target related to renewable energy introduction rate of 70% by 2030.
The Sompo Group is working to achieve SOMPO’s Purpose, which is expressed as “With ‘A
Theme Park for Security, Health and Wellbeing’, create a society in which every person can live
a healthy, prosperous and happy life in one’s own way” and to enhance corporate value by
contributing the realization of a resilient, carbon-neutral society where people and nature are in
harmony through providing products and services which contribute to the transition to green
societies.
● The Climate A List and full company scores are available on CDP’s website:
https://www.cdp.net/en/companies/companies-scores
● Sompo Holdings’ website 「SOMPO Climate Action」:
https://www.sompo-hd.com/en/csr/materiality/topic1/

